Hands On Training with AnEx Advantage Lands the Job
New York City (NY) August 9, 2011–A former AnEx Advantage (anexadvantage.com) participant
credits their landing their job in the financial sector with their program. Gaining much needed handson experience as a investment banking analyst was an important step to gaining the right position
after earning an MBA and AnEx Advantage was able to provide that training effectively and with top rated
pros in the field.
“I knew that I had to have hands on training in order to be competitive,” states Matthew S., former graduate
of the AnEx Advantage program. “I knew that my MBA was important, I also needed to gain the skills
through first hand knowledge and build a solid foundation in the necessary skill sets. Going through the
AnEx Advantage program was exactly what I needed.”
“After looking numerous options I chose AnEx Advantage because it exposes participants to the actual
workings of live transactions.” Working professionals in numerous firms offer hands on learning
experiences rather than textbook cases facilitate the unique program.
Paul Pignataro, Founder and CEO of AnEx Advantage shares, “We continue to improve the program each
year. Trainees are working on more live deals than ever before. What makes us unique is we now have
years of experience matching trainees and partner firms to hand-pick the perfect experience for each
candidate. Further, throughout the program we continue to educate the trainee on banking and technical
skills. The result is a candidate with an arsenal of deals on their resume and the skills to prove it. There’s
nothing like this out there.”
When asked which one area shines from the training provided by AnEx Advantage Matthew perks up and
readily says, “having a model that I had built from scratch used as the analytical tool in a live transaction
was the most rewarding experience for me.” These one of a kind experiences occur due to the ability of the
trainers to capitalize on the participant’s strengths. They work one on one with instructors and professionals
in the field to do real time work, taking their education to a whole new level.
“These kinds of opportunities don’t happen by chance – we facilitate them to make sure each student is
getting the most out of the training. Their success is what is important to us,” quotes Paul.
“They helped me through the interview preparation process and critiqued my resume after the internship,”
states Matthew. “I attribute my success in the recruiting process with the support I received from AnEx. I
know I would not have landed my current position as an IB Analyst without the support and experience I
had with AnEx Advantage.

About AnEx Advantage: AnEx Advantage is offering intensive full or part-time training and internship
programs on an ongoing basis. Applicants can send resumes to apply@anexadvantage.com or apply
directly online at anexadvantage.com.
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